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Abstract: Luxury tourism, a form of niche tourism that although requires 
high financial resources, is considered a very good quality tourism, 
characterized by uniqueness and the image of the brand. Luxury tourists, 
consumers of services/luxury products want unique experiences and 
provide them with the best logistics for the hospitality industry because they 
have free time and financial power depending on income, they are super 
rich, elite of the table and medium luxury. Luxury tourism for a good 
deployment, involves transportation logistics, accommodation, luxury 
restaurants, but lately there is more and more discussion of a type of multi-
sensory marketing that aims to provide integrative products and services 
that communicate positive feelings to customers through the body, because 
sensation management has become somewhat an obsession in 
contemporary consumer capitalism, luxury tourism being practiced in all 
corners of the world due to high demand and power e purchase of offers of 
services/luxury tourist products. 
Keywords: luxury tourism, consumers, types of luxury tourists, multi-
sensory marketing 

INTRODUCTION 

Luxury tourism is a form of niche tourism, its practice requires 
financial resources, but it is considered a form of tourism of very good 
quality, luxury tourism products, characterized by uniqueness and brand 
image (15): 

- the uniqueness is the result of combining the following elements 
in the tourist product / service offered:  

• fine quality of materials/fabrics; 
• creativity that ensures a certain style; 
• the prestigious location of the points of sale; 
• the high price justified by the real quality of the product; 
• brand image and customer needs; 
• production limited in volume; 
• network selectivity and distribution strategy; 
• the established tradition of knowledge, skills and experience; 

- the image of the brand is found in: 
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• brand attributes that guarantee customers access to higher social 
circles (designer name, geographical origin, famous hotel chain 
owners, hospitality industry); 
• brand communication is exclusive and addresses the aspirations 
of a certain group of consumers. 

The luxury tourist, niche consumer of luxury tourism 
products/services wants to have: (10, 19,20,21,26): 

- adventure (unique experiences); 
- the best logistics for the hospitality industry (22); 
- a certain status (to keep up with the neighbors); 
- escape (take a break, get rid of everything); 
- to be altruistic (to give something back for what he receives); 
- to be a good connoisseur (to have a special taste); 
- to be creative (to express oneself); 
- to be ethical (to pay to have peace of mind); 
- to be extravagant (to show his designer luggage); 
- to be innovative (to take precedence over trends); 
- to be pampered (to have wellness, spa treatments); 
- to be seductive (this being the path to romance); 
- to achieve (to learn more, to increase one's strength); 
- he would turn his dreams into reality (to find his own self, taking 

a personal trainer, practicing a certain sport. 
Tourism researchers (17:22) have advanced the idea of a new type 

of niche tourism such as luxury tourism - luxury tourism based on 
community - which infuses luxury in tourism based on community-based 
tourism (a type of entrepreneurial tourism, based on experience, 
cooperative, fun, sustainable, fair, ecological, educational, endogenous, 
ethical, ethnic, evolutionary, exclusive and reinforcing that counteracts the 
negative impact of mass tourism). From this perspective, luxury tourism 
based on community must: 

a. to cooperate with other establishments of the same type; 
b. to be ethically and culturally, ecologically, economically, 

psychologically and socially sustainable;  
c. to be locally and independently owned; 
d. to be small-scale; 
e. to implement redistribution measures to facilitate the wide 

distribution of tangible and intangible resources with a positive impact on 
the community as a whole; 

f. to promote education and strengthen social equity and justice; 
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g. to be based on local material (construction materials) and 
intangible (financing) resources. 

MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Due to the increase in leisure and financial power, increasingly 
sophisticated tourism consumers demand high quality products/services, for 
these reasons in this scientific approach, consulting the trends manifested 
worldwide/nationally regarding the consumption of luxury 
products/services we have made an analysis of the types of consumers of 
luxury tourism and the infrastructure that tourism operators promoting such 
products/services must provide. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The Researchers in economics and tourism (10) believe that today, 
global consumers of luxury tourism can be classified according to their 
income in: 

- old, super-rich luxury consumers: 
a. with an average annual income of over 1 million dollars; 
b. the elite of the financial world; 

- old luxury consumers, the mass elite: 
a. with wealth from property and shares; 
b. businessmen, heirs of capital, officials. 

- medium luxury consumers: 
a. tourists who buy on credit; 
b. persons with high salaries; 
c. middle class. 

We find that like many other components of society, the concept of 
"luxury" has changed depending on a number of factors: culture, self-
assessment, physical factors, perceptions and trends in the market of luxury 
tourism. Thus, the motivations of tourists who practice luxury tourism can 
be the following: 

- the quality of tourist services/products promoted on the tourist 
market; 

- luxury shopping; 
- exclusive authentic experiences; 
- unique experiences in the place of consumption of the tourist 

product/service; 
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- the beauty of the place of consumption; 
- image, landscape of the location; 
- interest in local culture and locals/residents; 
- safety and security of consumers of luxury products/services. 
The specialists from the field, based on the researches, have 

identified nine types of luxury products/services and tourism (4, 9, 14, 25) 
presented in summary in table 1: 
  

Table 1. Types of services/luxury products 

Item Types of luxury products/services 
Accommodation services - luxury hotels/resorts 

- private islands 
- private villas 

Transport services - cruises 
- rental of pleasure boats, yachts 
- holidays 

Experience services/products - luxury adventure tourism 
- luxury tourism with special interest 

Services/products offered by 
travel agencies and tour 
operators 

- personalized trips 
- yacht cruises, vintage ships 
- cultural excursions in isolated areas 
- preference for low-traffic destinations, 
cosmos 

 
We note that the hospitality industry and for luxury tourism follows 

the same trends as the entire luxury sector, although this sector is not 
classified by researchers in the luxury industry, while the luxury tourism 
sectors are distinguished by: 

a. brand images/brands; 
b. high levels of prices of luxury products/services; 
c. the uniqueness of the luxury offer. 
In recent decades, we find that luxury tourism is increasingly 

characterized by attention to ethical/ecological social principles, awareness 
of the value of tourist services, increasing of the importance of emerging 
destinations, developing personalized services, the distinction between 
ultra-luxury and luxury accessible, avoiding ostentation and seeking 
privacy, the growing importance of social networks, the need to personalize 
tourist services, the preference for less frequented destinations, trips to large 
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open spaces and simple services (9,15). At the same time, luxury tourism is 
a challenge for both tourists and providers of tourist services/products 
because:  

a. the competition is getting fiercer; 
b. partnership remains the key to this type of tourism; 
c. resources are increasingly difficult to find. 
Within luxury tourism we distinguish transport, accommodation and 

luxury restaurants, the transport being carried out: 
- luxury transport by land, road and rail; 
- luxury transport by air; 
- luxury water transport. 
Luxury road transport (23) can be done with: luxury coaches, 

Europabus offering inclusive tours assisted by multilingual guides (16), 
limousines, which transport passengers from the airport to the hotel at the 
expense of the hotel or airline (3) and rental cars (15). Rail transport, with 
luxury trains, Blue Train in South Africa, Eastern Orient Express in Asia 
(16,23) or Palace on wheels in India, in Europe Orient Express (15) Express 
or Trans-Siberian, Grand Lux Express in USA and Royal Canadian Pacific 
in Canada or Ghan in Australia (24). In Japan, the generic name for touring 
and charter trains is The Merry Train in this country runs three luxury trains: 

a. Seven Stars in Kyushu, a luxury cruise train operated by JR 
Kyushu; 

b. Twilight Express Mizukaze, a luxury sleeping train operated by 
JR West; 

c. Train Suite Shiki-shima is a luxury electric/diesel hybrid sleeping 
train for tours operated by JR East, is one of the most exclusive and 
expensive trains in the world (29). 

Luxury water transport can be done with yachts and cruise ships on 
rivers, seas and oceans (15,18,23) 

Luxury air transport can be done by charter flights by business class, 
club class, a special comfortable class, but not as luxurious as the first class 
or by helicopter (15, 23). 

Luxury accommodation can be made in the following types of 
establishments: 

a. VIP apartments, extremely luxurious from airports or hotels (3); 
b. own holiday homes (15,24); 
c. boutique/designer hotels (15); 
d. luxury five-star hotels, with luxurious rooms and/or apartments at 

very high prices, these are luxurious and spacious establishments that offer 
the best quality accommodation, facilities, services and cuisine with a range 
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wide range of additional facilities, with the help of a professional and 
attentive staff that provides guests with services at the highest standards (3, 
5,15); 

e. hotels in luxury tourist destinations with exceptional surroundings 
(15,24); 

f (townhouse hotels) usually small hotels with a maximum of 50 
rooms, which offer accommodation in the city center in restored 
monumental buildings (3.16) 

g. luxury resort spa: cottages, mountain hotels, beach hotels, golf 
courses, secluded places (15); 

h. self-managed villas (15). 
Luxury restaurants. Although each luxury restaurant is unique in its 

own way, they have some common features that fall into this category: 
a. attention to small details, light, music, works of art, fine crockery; 
b. Exceptional serving staff who know the entire bar and menu from 

the outside, discreetly; 
c. knows the trends or even launches a trend; 
d. offers a special customer experience; 
e. requires large investments; fixed price menus; 
f. the need to book in advance; 
g. the precise use of social media in promoting the menu; 
h. wines of the highest quality (27). 
All the luxury restaurants listed below have garnered Michelin stars 

- an exclusive rating for the best and most expensive restaurants from the 
world. For each of these restaurants is indicated the minimum price of a 
drink for one person between 190-2000 US dollars, Beige, Tokyo, Japan, 
Le Pré Catalan, Paris, France-Massa, New York City, USA, Gordon 
Ramsey, London , England, Crissier, Lausanne, Switzerland, Sublimotion, 
Ibiza, Spain. In the last decade, it is spoken more and more in luxury tourism 
about multi-sensory marketing (1,2,6,7,8,12,13,28) which is based on a 
synesthetic approach, the association of sensations of different nature that 
give the impression that they are a symbol of each other to communicate 
multi-sensory about tourism products and services: 

a. wooden furniture creates a feeling of warmth and naturalness; 
b. a stone floor creates a feeling of concreteness and permanence; 
c. the presence of metal creates a feeling of modernity and 

professionalism; 
d. the colors, on the path opened by the Russian painter V.V. 

Kandinski, have their symbolism: 
- blue - deep silence; 
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- yellow - the joy of living; 
- orange - mysticism; 
- green - balance and rest) (6). 
This type of multi-sensory marketing aims to provide holistic 

(integrative) products and services that communicate positive feelings to 
customers through the body. Researchers exemplify this mechanism with 
the help of the Baths of Bormio (Italy), where tourists can take a dip bath in 
an outdoor pool at the same time as chromotherapy (color therapy), hydro-
massage made by a waterfall or relaxing music. We find that researchers 
were right (11:21) when they stated that "sensation management has 
become somewhat an obsession in contemporary consumer capitalism", this 
form of tourism being practiced in all corners of the world. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The hospitality and luxury tourism industry follows the same trends 
as the entire luxury sector, although this sector is not classified by 
researchers in the luxury industry, while the luxury tourism sectors are 
distinguished by high levels of prices of products/services, the uniqueness 
of the offer and branded images. It is found that luxury tourism is 
characterized by attention to ethical social and ecological principles, 
awareness of the value of tourist services, increasing the importance of 
emerging destinations, developing personalized services, distinguishing 
between ultra-luxury and affordable luxury, avoiding ostentation and 
seeking privacy, increasing importance of social networks, the need to 
personalize tourist services, and the preference for less frequented 
destinations. Within luxury tourism we distinguish transport, 
accommodation and luxury restaurants, but in the last decade, it is spoken 
more and more about the multi-sensory marketing of this form of niche 
tourism, which is based on a synesthetic approach meaning the association 
of different sensations which give the impression that they are each other's 
symbol for multi-sensory communication about tourist services/products. 
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